1) Members Present: Printed Name and Signature of Chairperson/ Administrator

2) Topics Analysis (list 2 topics discussed and for each topic state an argument in support of the topic and an argument in opposition to the topic):
   a. Topic #1

   Position

   Position

   Position

   Position

   b. Topic #2
c. List additional topics discussed

3) Was there any Public Comment? If so what was said? Was there Public Support for the topics? Was there Public Opposition against the Topics?

4) What Action was taken by the Board/Group on the Topic(s)?:

5) Describe the procedures used by the Board/Group to help keep order and make Government in Action move forward:

6) Summary: What did you learn about Government in Action? What is your evaluation of the meeting and the process? Was it productive? Did the Board/Group accomplish what they set out to do? Could it be improved? If so, how?